National Fuel Gas Supply Corporation  
Service Authorization Form

I. Service Agreement Number  ________________________________

II. Service Type  
   □ P-2   □ IR-2
   □ IAS   □ FSS
   □ ISS   □ Other

   (check one)

III. By signature witnessed below  
   _____________________________________________
   shipper name
   hereby authorizes  
   _____________________________________________
   authorized shipper name
   for the term starting  ______________________________
   and continuing through  __________________________
   to nominate a quantity of  __________________________ Dth/day for
   □ RECEIPT FROM  (withdrawal, advance, etc.)
   (check one)
   □ DELIVERY TO  (injection, payback, etc.)
   the service agreement referenced above.

Signature  _____________________________________________
Name  _____________________________________________
Title  _____________________________________________
Dated  _____________________________________________

Complete and return  
NFGSC T&E Dept.  
Fax (716) 827-2381

Form au01